CALL FOR POSTERS

To enable CERL libraries to present their collections of editions in non-Latin scripts and highlight their histories and individual cases we invite libraries to prepare a printable poster which will be displayed the day of the Conference, and later on the CERL website. The information will also be included in the proceedings which will be published by BNCR, so as to offer a wide overview of the presence of this material in European and American collections.

SOME PRACTICAL GUIDELINES:

- The format should be 70 x 100 cm, and the delivery in pdf
- The Heading of the poster (font size = 100) should include: Name of Library, City, Country
- The text (around 500 words), should present the quantity and typology of European printed material in a collection (in which scripts, covering which period, produced where, etc), and provide some overall information about its provenance (from the collection of…acquired during a certain period…institutional transfer from….)
- Some nice illustration (4-5 photographs, 300 dpi) should be included, highlights of the collection.

Deadline to express an interest in preparing a poster: 21 June 2024
Deadline for the delivery of the posters: 13 September 2024

The preparation and collection of Posters will be supervised by Vera Andriopoulou (Athens, Aikaterini Laskaridis Foundation), Katharina Kaska (Vienna, ONB), and Cristina Dondi (CERL):
andriopoulou@laskaridisfoundation.org; katharina.kaska@onb.ac.at; c.dondi@cerl.org.

We look forward to your contribution!
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